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ABSTRACT 



SUCTION I 

ABSTRACT 

Illinois Institute of Technology has built a nodal of the HST*1 

Orfinance Laboratory Harrow-Band Lock-in Analyser.    The analyser was minia- 

turised wherever practicable; and minor circuit changes were Bade.     The 

analyser is a precision laboratory insiriaent, attractively aounted in 

hardvood cabinets. 

This new narrow-band analyser is very useful for low frequency 

analyses frca 1 to UUO cps and for the purpose of observing the variation 

in frequency and amplitude of discrete frequency components. 



SECTION II 

INTRODUCTION 





SECTION II 

INTBOIIPCTIQN 

A model of & narrcsr-band analyser, originally developed at the Naval 

Ordnance Laboratory, was built under the sponsorship *•£ the Office of 

Naval Research, Undersea Warfare Branch under Contract N7onr-3290U awarded 

to Illinois Institute of Technology. It was anticipated that this analyser 

would be used on Contract N7onr-3290U to aid in machinery vibration and 

noise reduction studies by aeans of resilient Mountings, and would be 

available to other Tasks for some of their low frequency studies appli- 

cable to this type of analyzer. The theory of operation and detailed 

circuit description of the original model developed by the U. S. Naval 

Ordnance Laboratory under Task No. NR-261-017, is given in NAVGBD Report 

211x2, dated U March 1952. The IIT staff built the analyzer, miniaturising 

it wherever practicable, making minor design changes, and mounting it is 

a cabinet as a laboratory instrument—see Plate 1. This report covers 

the description of the circuits and thsi? functions, the procedure to be 

followed in order to align the analyzer, the response characteristics of 

the major components, and recordings made by the analyser. 



SECTION III 

iSSCRIPTTON AND CIRCUITS OP THE ANALTZES 
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SECTION in 

DESCRIPTION AND CIRCtJITS OF THE ANALYZER 

1. Description 

The following is a brief description of the operation of the 

narrow-band analyser: Physically it is built on three 8 x 17 x 2 

inch chassis. All front panels are standard 19-inch rack panels, 

the power supply and Chassis No, 1 being seven inches high and Chassis 

No. 2 five and one-quarter inches. These are mounted, along with the 

Brush recorder, in oak chests as shown in Plate I. 

Fundamentally the operation of the analyzer is as follows: From 

the frequency components present in the signal to be analyzed, a dis- 

crete frequency is selected by heterodyning it to a constant (so-called 

"carrier") frequency of U80O cps. The resulting signal is fed into 

two parallel channels where the carrier frequency is again heterodyned. 

A zero beat results and simultaneously the two channels are placed in 

quadrature. One channel, called the amplitude channel, is used to ob- 

i&iii the amplitude of the selected component. The other channel, 

called the control channel, is used to keep this component of the 

incoming signal in the center of the pass band by controlling the fre- 

quency of the heterodyning oscillator. This arrangement enables the 

present narrow-band analyzer to discriminate between frequency and 

amplitude changes in the incoming signals, unlike most constant and 

percentage band-width analyzers. 

2. Circuits 

The input signal will be traced through the analyzer and the 

function of the major analyzer components will be briefly described— 

see Pig. 1 for block diagram. 
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A. Frequency Salactor Circuits; These circuits are similar to a 

heterodyne-type analyser. The incoming signal passes through a 

Low Pass Input Filter which rejects frequencies shore UUO cps 

and prevents the overloading of the input stages hy large ampli- 

tude signals above UhG cps. This is necessary, because in the 

process of heterodyning, if all frequencies were permitted to 

enter the analyser, extraneous difference frequencies would result 

and lead to an erroneous reading. The Variable Frequency Oscil- 

lator has a range from h360 to U8O0 cps, and the desired earr-.er 

frequency is the sum of the incoming frequency and the oscillator 

frequency. For example, if the incoming signal frequency is 80 

cps, the variable oscillator is tuned to U720 cps in order to 

produce U800 cps or the desired carrier frequency. Now, if the 

incoming signal did not pass through a low pass filter and had a 

9520 cps frequency component along with an 60 cps component, the 

analyser would read the magnitude of both frequency components... 

the difference between 9520 cps and the oscillator frequency is 

UBOO cps which would give an erroneous result. 

Since only U600 cps (carrier frequency) is selected, input 

frequencies that fall between 0 and ItkQ cps will heterodyne with 

the oscillator signal to produce this carrier. This implies that the 

frequency range of the analyser is 0 to hhO cps. However, the 

actual useful range of the analyzer is from 1 to hho cps because 

of various circuit instabilities• 

The oscillator frequency and the incoming signal frequencies 

are then heterodyned in the Ring Modulator Circuit. The sum and 

difference frequencies go into a Tuned Circuit which selects only 

iidOO cps. 
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Summarizing,  the incoming signal is limited to frequencies 

free 0 to hhO ops by the Low Pass Input Filter.   These low range 

frequencies are added to the frequency of the Variable Frequency 

Oscillator. The Tuned Circuit selects the carrier frequency of 

U600 cps, which is made up of the incoming signal and the oscil- 

lator frequency. 

B.    Amplitude and Control Channels;    The amplitude and control chan- 

nels receive the carrier frequency from the tuned circuit and 

associated amplifier.    This carrier frequency is fed directly 

into the ring modulators.    In addition the ring modulator In the 

amplitude channel receives a U800 cps signal f/oa the fixed 

frequency oscillator.    Likewise, the ring modulator in the con- 

trol circuit receives the U800 cps signal from the fix#d fre- 

quency oscillator but the signal is shifted 90 degrees by a 

phase shifting network before entering the ring modulator. 

Since the oscillator frequency is the same as the carrier fre- 

quency, a zero beat is produced in each ring modulator.    The 

amplitude of the d-c voltage produced by sero beating becomes 

a function of the two signals (carrier and fixed oscillator 

signals) and the phase angle between them.    For example, assume 

the carrier frequency voltage to be 

Ef - A cos^t • e^) (1) 

the fixed oscillator frequency voltage to the amplitude channel 

ring modulator to be 

10 



1] 

Bfa • B coa(»jt • Q2) (2) 

tha  fixed   oscillator frequency roltage to the control channel 

ring aodulator to be 

Bfc - B sinCo^t • *2) (3) 

where   c&,    in each case la    2«-fc800 • 30,160 red. per see.    Sow, 

in the amplitude channel ring aodulator the following takes place: 

B-*E.    - E. or f   fa       a 

.       AB cos -1   -V* * 1 T V («,   - on, )s «•]_  ~ "^/v  T *j  ~ Vg 
JJ 

/I. \ 

and in the control channel ring aodulator the following takes place: 

VEfc • Bc or 

Ec - ^ ainjfr^ • e^t * ^ • fJ* >iaJ(«^ - e^Jt • *! - •2l (5) 

The beat frequency Tcltagss (U) and (?) are uext applied to a lew 

pass BC filter which rejects all a-c components and equations (U) 

and (5) becoae 

AB 
!a * T008^! " »2> (6) 

AB Ec - -j^inC^ - .2) (7) 



Kxaminution of equations (6) and (7) show that if (e, - •„) equal© 

scro, the sin function becomes sero and eoa function reaches a 

maximum and is proportional to the msplltude of the component of 

the incoming signal being analysed. 

The voltages, equations (6) and (7), are fed ints two d-c 

amplifiers. Actually each voltage magnitude is directly propor- 

tional to a quadrature component of the signal being analysed. 

Both d-c amplifiers feed their output signals into the fre- 

quency feed-back control circuits. In addition the d-c amplifier 

in the amplitude channel feeds the amplitude channel galvanometer 

and the channel in the Brush Recorder indicating the amplitude 

of the component of the incoming signal being analysed; and the 

d-c amplifier in the control channel feeds the control channel 

galvanometer and the channel in the Brush Recorder indicating 

frequency lock-in. 

C. Frequency Feod-Back and Control Circuitsi    The signal from the d-c 

amplifier in the amplitude channel is fed into the commuting cir- 

cuit, while the signal from the d-c amplifier in the control cir- 

cuit is fed into the frequency control or frequency shifting 

circuit. The commuting circuit operates in conjunction with the 

frequency control circuit to provide the proper phase voltage 

feed-back to the fixed oscillator so that it will lock-in on the 

incoming signal component, when the oscillator is iocked-in on 

the incoming signal component, the meter in the control channel 

AB 
will indicate zero...*, - •- - 0, therefore -K-ein(e. - •_) - 0. 

The primary peirpose of the commuting circuit is to permit the 

analyser to follow any sudden ISO" phase shift in the incoming 

signal. 



The feed-back voltage controls the frequency of the fixed 

oscillator and passes through an automatic gain control circuit, 

which, in turn, controls the amplitude of the feed-hack voltage 

according to the magnitude of the signal present in the amplitude 

channel.   As the analyser is tuned to a frequency component, the 

signal in the amplitude channel increases, while at the ease time 

the feed-back voltage decreases.    The autCBatic gain control and 

frequency control circuits are so designed that once the analyser 

is tuned to a signal, DO Irsqusscy fe^d—back voxtage is fed to the 

fixed oscillator.    However, if the source drifts slightly in fre- 

quency, the analyser will follow the drift indicating it by a 

deflection of the control galvanometer.    There is a manual adjust— 

aent of the feed-back voltage, which detersdnes the range of 

lock-in frequency*   By means of the feed-back control circuits the 

phase angle in the control channel is automatically adjusted so 

that the amplitude in this channel approaches sero while the ampli- 

tude in the amplitude channel approaches the sazimsm value.    Thus, 

when the analyzer is tuned to a frequency and the control channel 

indicator reads sero, the amplitude channel will indicate the 

amplitude of the Incoming frequency. 

13 



SEOTXOM I? 

ALKSMEHT PRXEDU8E 
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SECTION IV 

MUSSEL PROCKDOHE 

The succeeding paragraphs outline an alignment procedure which is to 

be followed...especially after the analyser has not been used for long 

periods. 

A. Chassis No, 1, includes oscillators, first ring modulator, band pass 

or carrier frequency transformer, and phase shifting network. 

1. Preliminary adjustments prior to alignment of the components in 

Chassis No. 1 

a. Place Chassis II in normal position and center galvanometers, 

if necessary, by adjusting the adjustment screw located in 

the front of the meter movement. 

b. Connect all inter-connecting cables between the three chassis, 

e. Set all attenuators to position 20 or •aJdLaaB attenuaties, 

d. Connect the analyser to 110-volt, 60-cyele power source and 

peralt it to wars ^p for at least one hour before making any 

further adjustments. 

e. Connect a d-c voltmeter between ground and the •220VEC jack 

on the front power supply panel. 

f. Adjust potentiometer under +220VDC jack with a screw driver 

until the d-c voltmeter indicates •220 volts. 

g. Repeat steps (e) and (f) for the -220YDC jack and potentiometer} 

adjust the voltage to -220 volts d-c instead of +220 volts. 

2. Fixed frequency Oscillator 

a. Connect cathode-ray oscillograph to J, and ground. 

b. Form Lissajou figure between signal at J? (fixed frequency 

oscillator) and a frequency standard of a harmonic or sub- 

harmonic of li8C0 cps. 
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e.   Adjust fixed oscillator control on Chassis Ho. 1 until cscil- 

latcr is oscillating at U800 cps.    (Th« 8th harnonic of the 

600 cps signal treaauitted by Station WB7, Washington, D. C. 

provides an excellent frequancy standard for this adjustment.) 

3.    Phase Shifting Mafesork 

a. Compare tha phase angle between the signals at Jg and J» by 

•eans of a cathode-ray oscillograph or a phase-angle aeter. 

b. Adjust PHASE"  control on Chassis Ho. 1 until a 90* phase shift 

is indicated between the two signals fron J, and J?. 

k.   ?ariable frequency Osoiliator 

a. Set the frequency dial on Chassis Mo. 1 to sere. 

b. Set IHTER ATTEH knob to sero, i.e., ainiarss attenuation. 

c. Connect the cathode-ray oscillograph and obtain a Lissajou 

figure between J. and Jy    (It aay be necessary to turn P, 

on Chassis Ho. 1 slightly in either direction to obtain a 

clear Lissajou figure.) 

d. Adjust YAK OSC control of Chassis Ho. 1 until variable frequency 

oscillator is oscillating at the sane frequency as the fixed 

frequency oscillator. 

5.   Carrier Frequency Transformer 

a.    Connect an external a-c roltaeter between J, and ground or 

connect the vcltaeW on Chassis Mb. 1 to J, by switching the 

METER selector switch to J_ position. 

b»    Set IHTER AT7SK to position lh. 

c.   Turn P~ completely clockwise. 

*In this section, words in c apital letters indicate corresponding panel 
or chassis Barkings. 
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d.    Tune BAND PASS control until a peak voltage Is shorn on either 

the front panel a-c voltmeter or on an external a-c voltmeter 

connected to Jv 

6.    Firat Ring Modulator 

a. Connect a cathode-ray oscillograph and a high impedance input 

a-c voltmeter between J_ and ground. 

b. Turn METES selector switch to J,?. 

c. Adjust P, on Chassis No. 1 until 0.3 volt is indicated on 

the panel voltmeter. 

d. Adjust P. and P. on Chassis No. 1 to form perfect square waves 

on the oscilloscope.    (Use 1200 cps sweep to obtain h cycles 

per sweep.) 

e. Rebalance P, until about 0.02 volt appears at J.. 

f     Rebalance P. and ?2 again until a square wave appears on the 

oscillograph, 

g.    Turn METES selector switch to J.. 

h.    Set INTER AT7EN control on Chassis No. 1 to sero. 

i.    Proceed to rebalance P., until the external a-c voltmeter 

connected to J. reads below 0.01 volt (it will drift between 

O.OOli and 0.008 volt), or the front panel voltmeter on Chassis 

No. 1 reads below 0.3 volt. 

B.    Chassis No.  2, includes second ring modulators, d-c amplifiers* cosset- 

ing circuits,  frequency control and automatic gain circuits. 

1.    Preliminary adjustments prior to alignment of components in Chassis 

No. 2. 

a. Set frequency dial on Chassis No. 1 to $0. 

b. Set all attenuators on Chassis No. 1 to 20 (maximum attenuation). 

17 



c. Set D.C. AT7EN on Chassis Ho. 2 to maxiinui sensitivity by turn- 

ing knob clockwise. 

d. Set FILTER on Chassis Ho. 2 to wide band by turning knob fully 

counter clockwise. 

e. Set ESCC^EEE switch to OUT position. 

2. P-C Amplifier Balance 

a. Remove both !Nii2 diodes which are connected to the two d-c 

amplifiers. 

b. Adjust BALANCE controls on front panel of Chassis Bo. 2 until 

galvanometers indicate zero. 

c. With a d-c voltmeter on the terminal of one of the gal vane— ters 

adjust potentiometer in back of Chassis Ho. 2 so that the vol- 

tage between ground and this terminal is sero. 

Motet The potentiometers on the back at the right and left 

sides control the awplituda channel and control channel 

voltage levels, respectively. 

d- Check the other terminal of the saae galvanometer to be certain 

that it, too, is at sero potential with respect to ground. If 

it is not, repeat balancing with BALANCE control on the front 

panel. 

e. Repeat steps (e) and (d) far the other d-c amplifier (0.05 

volt drift in the d-c potential between ground and seter ter- 

minal can be tolerated). 

f • Replace the 1*1*2 diodes to their proper sockets and again 

measure the d-c voltage between the meter terminal and ground. 

If this voltage is greater than 0.1 v d-c proceed to balance 

potentiometer on side of Chassis No. 2 until the voltage bacc 

less than 0.1 volt. This balances the second ring modulator. 

18 



Note; The rear and front potentiometers on tbe right eida of 

the chassis control the amplitude and control channel 

voltage levels, respectively, 

g. Check the other terminal of meter to see that it has the same 

d-c potential as was just measured in step (f). 

h. Repeat this balancing procedure for the other d-c amplifiers. 

3. frequency Control Circuits 

a, Connect- cathode-ray oscillograph and a-c voltaseter between Jc 

and ground. 

b. Balance potentiometer under control meter until output at J~ 

is balanced with not more than 0.03 volt a-c appearing between 

ground and J*. 

U. Automatic Cain Control Circuit 

a. Adjust voltage between ground and J- to -9-0 volts d-e with 

lower CONTROL knob. 

b. Set CONT ATTEN at $,  INPUT ATTEN at 10 and INTER ATTEN at 18 

on Chassis No. 1. 

c. Apply a 100 cps signal to analyser and set frequency dial at 

22. 

d. Adjust tuning dial about the 22 setting until control channel 

indicates a zero reading. 

e. Set the control channel reading to sero and increase or decrees; 

the signal source amplitude until the amplitude galvanometer 

indicates 20. 

f. Turn the upper CONTROL knob on front panel until the d-c 

voltage between ground and J,   is -llt.O volts. 

5. Commuting Circuits 

a. Set all attenuators to 20 (maximum attenuation). 
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b. Rotors 12AX7 tube (VI0) from socket. 

c. Measure the d-c voltage between pin 2 of the tube socket and 

ground and between pin 7 and ground. 

d. If these voltages are not equal adjust the potentiometer under 

the amplitude £-&vanometer until the d-c voltage between pin 7 

and ground is equal to the d-c voltage between pin 2 and ground. 

C.    Operating Adjustments 

Items that are to be checked before actual use of analyzer, or during 

its operation: 

a. Both galvanometers must indicate sere with INPUT ATTEH set at 

20. 

b. (1) The voltage at J. aust not exceed 0.01 volt when frequency 

dial is set at sero and INPUT ATTEH set at 20 

(2) Less than 0.3 volt oust be indicated on the front panel 

meter with METES swlector switch in J. position and INTO 

ATTEN at sero setting. 

c. When frequency dial is set at 50.G, analyser should be analyz- 

ing hhO cps.    Check this against the UliO cps signal transmitted 

by Station WWV. 

d. For frequency measurements below 10 cps, check both oscillators 

against Station wW\F 600-cps signal just before making actual 

measurements. 

e. If any of the above items do not check repeat the adjustment 

as specified earlier. 

f. It is imperative that the analyser be permitted to warm up for 

at least one hour before attempting any adjustments or putting 

it to use. 

20 
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SBCTIOK V 

SI3CU53I0S 

The IIT-NBA was designed to (1) sweep through a frequency spectrum 

froa 1 to UUO eps and (2) to lock-in on a discrete frequency to detenalae 

the Banner in which it varies. 

Host analyses are motivated by a desire to learn the discrete fre- 

quencies present in an incceing signal, their respective amplitudes and 

how they vary with tine...this can he accomplished with the analyser. 

When an incoming signal is fed to the analyser: First, one manually sweeps 

through frequency spectrum to determine the proper setting of the attenua- 

tors. The recorder is mechanically connected and it drives the analyser 

through the frequency spectrum. From the recording it is possible to 

determine several of the higher amplitude frequencies present in the 

incoming signal. Also, on the recording one will find low or no ampli- 

tude areas which are investigated by increasing the gain of the analyser... 

this will show whether or not discrete frequencies are present and deter- 

mine their amplitudes. The curves thus obtained are frequency vs amplitude 

curves. Secoad, out will choose a particular frequency he wishes to inves- 

tigate. The analyser is adjusted to this frequency and the recorder is 

mechanically disconnected so it does not drive the analyser.••electrically 

the recorder and analyser are connected. The recorder is started and one 

records amplitude and frequency deviation vs time. The important feature 

of this type of analyser is the fact that one can dwell on a discrete fre- 

quency and determine whether it deviates in amplitude or frequency. 

The analyser was designed specifically to analyze low frequency e< 

ponents and, as is mentioned earlier, to determine whether a frequency 

component varies either in frequency or amplitude. Although there are 
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many commercial analysers available, none have both of these two desirable 

features. 

In general, the analyser requires sore time in preliminary adjust- 

ments than the conmercial type analysers, the dynamic range for any parti- 

cular setting is less than that of a conventional analyser, and it requires 

a different technique of operation.    However, it is felt that the extra 

time required for operation is offset by the advantages of the analyser. 

FOr a hurried sweep through a frequency spectnsa, it is better to use a 

commercial-type analyser than the IIT-UBA.    Nevertheless, by taking the 

signal from J, a similar sweep through a frequency spectrum can be accom- 

plished with the IIT-UBA unit with somewhat less selectivity than on the 

coasercial models. 

To summarise, the IIT-NBA is fsry useful for low-frequency analyses 

and for the purpose of observing the variation in frequency and amplitude 

of discrete frequency components. 

25 
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SECTION VI 

RaCCRDIMOS MADS BY IIT MARROW-BAUD AMALTZffi 

Actual recordings made by the analyser are shown in Fig. 2, page 27. 

Chart I shows the type of frequency-amplitude curve which results 

when the analyser is swept through a fixed frequency.    It shows clearly 

that the control channel signal drops to sero when the amplitude channel 

indicates maximum amplitude.    At this  sero point the analyser is exactly 

tuned to the incoming signal frequency.    The region bstsrssn the cscilla= 

tions in either the control or amplitude plot is the region of frequencies 

ever which the analyser is looked-in en the incscing signal.    It is well 

to Mention that the amplitude peak could have been below the equalibrium 

or sero signal point as well as above.    The position of this point depends 

entirely on how the analyser happens to lock-in on the incoming signal. 

Chart II shows the analyser locked-in on a fixed frequency.    This is 

a plot of the amplitude and frequency variation with time.    Toe amplitude 

channel shows no amplitude variation in the incoming signal and the control 

channel shows no frequency deviation. 

Chart III is an actual test on a small air compressor.    The analyser 

received its signal from an accelerometer on the air compressor.    It is 

a frequency vs amplitude plot.    Three distinct frequencies are easily 

identified on this chart.    They are designated as points 1,  2, and 3. 

•%-j — A. -    «      , «J    *%  % _ u -X -11      j-iu »»i         *    _ ^A ».»-     "i    Mm     -   i   n V    -«..11  nl- rviuts   x  ma  c VB  rexauvex;  wexx  utiuwu,   auiu  pviuti   .•   ^.a BIU;U »»UU 

in magnitude. 

Chart IV is similar to Chart III except that it is divided into two 

regions, A and B,    Region A is exactly the same as Chart III with the 

exception that point 2 is inverted because of analyser lock-in conditions. 

In legion B the attenuatora were set to a different setting in order to 
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accentuate point 3. 

Chart ¥ is * frequency deviation and amplitude variation rs tiss plst 

of point 1. The control channel plot in this chart definitely shows a 

frequesoy deviation and ths amplitude plot shows an amplitude variation 

which seens to bo ropoatsd. 

Chart 71 is a .frequency deviation and amplitude variation ve tine of 

point 2, It also shows both frequency and amplitude changes with time. 
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I. CHARACTERISTIC CURVES OF ANALYZER CIRCUITS 

A. fiSSBBBZ 5££B25£S Curve - Fig. 3 

The IIT-NBA was designed for a ftsqyency range of fron 1.0 

to UiO eps. The frequency response curve shows a flat response 

up to 2$Q cps. It drops 2 db between 250 eps and liltO ops. 

B. Dial Setting vs Frequency Curve - Fig. It 

The frequency dial is calibrated to read from 0 to §0 while 

the analyser covers the range from 1.0 to hhQ cps. The frequency 

corresponding to each dial setting is given in Fig. h. 

C. Db Calibration Carre of Recorder Chart - Fig. 5 

this curve shows the variation in the output of the recorder 

corresponding to a db change in the input signal. Variations of 

16 db can be read on the recorder chart. Larger variations can 

bs obtained by use of the attenuators. The attenuators were 

designed for 3 db steps but there is soae variation in the response 

of the individual attenuators. Data listed on page 35 show the actual 

attenuation per step. However, the d-c attenuator was found to 

have 10 db per step. 

D. Dynamic Response Curves of Different Sections of the Analyser 

Since there are several attenuators in the analyser, dynamic 

response curves are given to prevent overloading the amplifier 

stages between attenuators. 

1. Dynamic Response Curve of Input Amplifiers and First Ring 

Modulator - Fig. 6. 

This curve shows that the input amplifiers and the first 

ring modulator circuits will be overloaded when the output at 

J- exceeds 0.6 volt a-e, 

80 
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DIAL SETTING 7S JRBQUIKCT DATA 

frvjimncy, cpa Dial S«ttlgg 

UiO $0.0 

UOO It?.7 

350 Ui.9 
300 ia,8 
250 38.0 

200 33.7 
170 30.7 

i60 2y.5 
150 28.U 
UiO 27.1 
130 25.9 
120 2lt.6 
110 23.3 
100 21.8 

90 20*3 
80 18.7 
70 16.9 
60 15.2 
50 13.3 
U0 11.3 
30 9M 
20 7.1 
10 U.7 

9 U.i. 
8 k.2 
7 3.9 

3.6 
5 3.3 
U 3.0 
3 2.6 
2 2.1 
1 1.1 
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ATTENUATCR CALIBRATION DATA 

Input Atten IS Drop Per Total IB Drop 
Setting Setting 

0-00 0 0.00 
1 3.00 3.00 
2 3.00 6.00 
3 3.00 9.00 
it 3.00 12.00 
5 3.00 15.00 
6 3.00 18.00 
7 2.75 20.75 
8 3.25 2U.00 
o 3.00 27.00 

3.25 30.25 
11 3.00 33.25 
12 3.00 36.25 
13 3.00 39.25 
1U 3.00 1*2.25 
15 3.00 U5.25 
16 2.50 1*7.75 
17 3.00 50,75 
18 3.00 53*75 
19 3.25 57.00 
20 

Inter Atten DB Drop Per Total DB Drop 
Setting Setting 

0.00 0 0.00 
1 3.00 3.00 
2 3.00 6.00 
3 2.75 8.75 
U 3.00 11.75 
5 3.00 1U.75 
6 3.00 17.75 
7 3.00 20.75 
8 3.00 23.75 
9 3.00 26.75 

29.50 
11 3.00 32.50 
12 3.00 35.50 
13 3.00 38.50 
1U 3.25 !*1.75 
15 3.00 Uii.75 
16 3.00 1*7.75 
17 3.00 50.75 
13 3.00 53.75 
19 3.00 56.75 
20 

S£ 
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DYNAMIC RESPONSE CURVE 

INPUT AMPLIFIES AND 1ST RING MODULATOR 

for 
Narrow-Band Analyser 

Type    N0L-XL-3A MOD 
Model    IIT-NBA-1 
Serial No.    IIT-4950-31A 
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2. Dynamic Response Curve of Carrier Frequency Asplifiers - fig. 7 

This curve shews that the carrier frequency amplifiers 

•ill be overloaded when the output at J, exceeds 2 volts a-c. 

3. Dynamic Response Curve of Control and Amplitude Channels - 

Fig. 8. 

This curve shows that the control and amplitude channels 

will be overloaded when the d-c galvanometer reading exceeds 

19 microamperes. 

The dynamic response curves 1, 2, and 3 above, show that the 

control and anplitude channels will overload prior to an overload 

of the carrier frequency amplifiers.    The control and amplitude 

channels are overloaded at approximately a 0.1* v a-c input, whereas 

the carrier frequency amplifiers are capable of delivering 2 v a-c 

undistorted.    Therefore, the control and amplitude channels limit 

the output of the carrier frequency amplifiers to approximately 

O.u v a-c. 

Since the inter-attenuator is located between the input 

amplifiers and the carrier frequency amplifiers, there is danger 

of overloading the input amplifiers.    It is seen in Fig. 6 that 

the output of the input amplifiers cannot exceed 0.6 v a-c with- 

out overloading. 

Filters and Tuned Circuit Curves 

1. The I«pst Fjiior Response Curve, Fig. 9, shows the response 

of the input filter. 

2. The Tuned Circuit Response Curve, Fig. 10, shows the freqoency- 

db response of the tuned circuit. 

3. The Response Curves of the Low Pass RC Filters, Fig. 11, show 



the frequency-do rtzpoms,   A eurre is gi*en for each position 

of the filter selector.   The front pansl control is Barked to 

show the wide-band (WB) and the narrow-band (MB) positions of 

the switch. 
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DYNAMIC RESPONSE CURVE 
of 

CARRIE? FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS 
for 

Harrow-Band Analyser 

Type NOL-XL-SA MOD 
Model    IIT-NBA-1 
Serial No.    IIT-4950-31A 
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DYNAMIC RESPONSE CURVE 

of 
CONTROL AND AMPLITUDE CHANNELS 

for 
Narrov-Band Analyzer 

Type    NOL-XL-SA MOD 
Model    IIT-NBA-1 
Serial No.    IIT-4950-31A 
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TUNED CIRCUIT RESPONSE CURVE 
for 

Narrow-Band Analyzer 

Type    N0L-XL-3A MOD 
Model IIT-NBA-1 
Serial No.  IIT-4950-81A 

Frequency in Cycles per Second 

Fig. 10 
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Fart List for Power Supply Chassis 

Part 

*1 

R2 

R3 

\ 

R7 

R8 

R9 

«10 

Cl 

°2 
C, 

Tl 

T2 

L2 

L3 

so, 

SO, 

so3 

DL 

X 

Fuse 

Quantity Description 

2 IK 2w 10t 

3 33K lw 10t 

1 22K lw 10t 

2 100K lw 10% 

2 220S lw 10t 

ll 56K lw 10t 

1 5K 1CW 

1 330K lw 10t 

2 1 meg lw 10t 

2 7.5K UW WW potentiometer 

1 80 uf hSOr plug in electrolytic 

2 1 uf UOOr paper 

2 16 uf electrolytic 

1 CTC PSR 10$ power transferal 

1 UTC SiiO power transf ormer 

1 UTC S28 filter 

1 UTC S25 filter 

1 UTC S31 filter 

1 Jones plug 

1 Jones plug 

1 Female AC socket 

1 Male AC socket 

I Pilot lamp 

I DPDT switch 

1 3 amp 8m 
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Part List far Power Supply Chassis - eostisuvj 

1 6UJ 

1 en. 6AS70 

1 ea. 6AU6 

1 ea. $651 

1 OA2 

1 OB2 

1 QO 

VT6 
V2 

V?7 
V?8 

V?9 
V10 

Vll 

712 

58 
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Part List for Chassis Wo. 1 

Part 

*1 

h 
h 
\ 

R5 
R^ o 

R. 

R8 

*io 

hi 
*12 

*13 

hh 

h$ 
he 
RjJ 

*18 

Rio 

9 
"20 

B21 

H22 

R23 

B2!t 

R25 

Pl 

Quantity Description 

1 25CK Dav«n Attenuator CP-353-X 

2 390 ohn l/2w 10 Y, 

6 IK l/2w 10t 

1 27K lw 10% 

3 10K l/2w 10% 

1 12K i/2w 10| 

8 U70K l/2w 10X 

6 U70 ota l/2w 10t 

1 3.3K l/2w 10% 

2 270 ota l/2w 10% 

7 1$K l/2w 10t 

3 220 ota 1/2* Batched to 2% 

2 50K   Daren attenuator CP-353-S 

u 22K l/2w 10% 

3 220K l/2w 10t 

1 33K lw 10t 

2 15K l/2w 10t 

2 100K l/2w 10t 

2 270K l/2w 10t 

4b. 

2 U7K l/2w 10t 

1 25C3K potentioaeter 

2 1.5JC l/2w 10% 

1 U7K lw 10t 

1 0.5 **g potentioaeier 

1 500 ota potentioaeter 

do 



Part List for Chassis No. 1 - eontinued 

^3 

Co 

'10 

DL 

100 ohm potentiometer 

25K potentiometer 

2.0 uf 200? 

0.0$ uf 200v 

0.25 uf 20Cv 

20 uf 2$0? eloc. 

1.0 uf UOOr 

0.5 uf UOOr 

0.1 uf UOOr 

Adjust to resonate 

Adjust to resonate 

21 uuf ± 1-1/2 to 220 «uf i 5 tuning 
eapae. 

cll 1 0.002 uf aica. 

C12 330 uuf mica. 

T1'T2'T3'TU 
1 ea. Special transformer, see p. 66 

"l^o* 3* L' 5 
1 ea. Special inductor, see p. 66 

"l 0-1 Triplett Mod. 327-T, 2000 
ohms per volt 

•l 
1 pole, 3 pos. rotary 

PL, 1 Carrier signal output 

** 
Oscillator signal output 

PL, Control signal output 

"l, Power input 

V1,V2,?3,VU,V10 1 ea. 2C51 

T5 6J6 

V»8 6AK5 

V» 6AU6 

Dial laikp 250 ma. 
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Part List for Chassis No. 2 

Part 

R2 

R3 

% 

86 

S8 

S9 

ho 
*11 

*12 

*13 

•uu 

*15 

*16 

^7 

R20 

R21 

B22 

H23 

R2U 

S2S 

Quantity DsseriptiOD 

3 390 ohe l/2w 10t 

2 56K l/2w 10| 

2 680 oh» l/2w 10t 

3 1$K lw 10X 

3 U70K l/2w 10t 

3 6.8K 1/2W 10s 

2 3.3K lw 10t 

10 U70 oh* l/2w two sets of fiv* Batched 
within 2% 

2 220 ohe l/2w 10t 

k 500 ohs potentiometer 

6 6.8K 1/'2W lj 

It 2.15E l/2w It 

b 680 ohe 1/2* It 

U 31b one. l/2w It 

10 100K l/2w 101 

5 390K l/2w 10t 

2 1.5* l/2w 10t 

ll 330 ohs watched It 

il 250K prec.  it 

2 70K ww potentiometer 

6 150K l/2w 10t 

12 680K l/2w three sots of four 
matched within It 

6 1.8 Beg l/2w 10t 

U 11.1K l/2w It 

il 100K l/2w It 
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Part List for Chas*is Ho. 2 - oostinuad 

R26 

R27 

R28 

R29 

R30 

R31 

R32 

R33 

R35 

R36 

R37 

R38 

R39 

RU0 

ha 

RU3 

Cl 

C2 

G3 

CU 

C5 

C6 

C? 

C8 

C9 

C10 

k 1$E 10m ww 

2 68K l/2w iOt 

2 1,55 lw 10% 

2 33K l/2w 10t 

2 82K l/2w 1% 

3 270K l/2w IOt 

2 10K potentiometer 

1 100 ehs potentiontetsr 

1 27E lw 10X 

1 U7K lw 10t 

2 1 wg l/2w 10% 

1 150 ohe l/2w 10% 

1 15K l/2w 10t 

1 22K lw 10t 

1 220K l/2w 10t 

1 50K potentiometer 

2 2.8K 5* 

1 6.8K 2V 

2 0.25 uf liOOr 

2 0.1 uf I*00v 

3 1.0 uf hOQv 

li U.O uf 200? 

a 2.0 uf 200r 

b 1.0 uf 200r 

u 0.5 uf 200* 

u 0.25 uf 220r 

i G.l uf 220r 

u 0.05 uf 220r 
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Part List for Chassis Bo. 2 - continued 

cll 1 O.OOUt of Kd.es. 

r. 
~12 1 560 uuf aica. 

\>h 1 ea. UTC A20 

h>\ 1 ea. tJTC A?5 

T5 1 Special, see p. 66 

VT7 1 ea. UTC S55 

V4 1  M. 500-0-500 «s, Stepson Mod. 27 

Sl 1 U polo, U pos. rotary 

S2 1 8 pole, 5 pos. rotary 

S3 1 BPDT toggle 

*1 1 Carrier signal input 

^2 1 Oscillator signal input 

tt3 
1 Control signal output 

"% 1 Power input 

WV3 >\ 
1  ••. 2C51 

WV
9 

?15'V16' 

»vio 
rl7 

1  OS. 12AX7 

WV11»V12 1 ©a. 6AK6 

?13,VlU' hs 1 ea. 6aV6 

v       tt 
'19' 20 1 ea. 6BE6 

V21 1 6ABU 

'22 UDtfU 

V23 
1 082 
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SPBCZFICASIOIB FOR 8FS3IAL IHOTCT0R3 AKD TMNSFGSIEBJ 

Traasforaer T, 
Coret  2 W.l. #475888 scros paralleled 

8  Tank  Coil A 2050t #26 enamel (L app. 1.22h) 
Plat© Coil B   40t #82  " 

*~Z        Grid  Coil C   20t #32  • 

C 

D 

Output Coil D  125t #52 

Insulating tape between Coil A, B, c and D. 

Potted in metal can. 

po—2 

Traasforner T. 
Caret W.S. #478438 

5—«S Pri. Windings 516t #26 enamel C.T. 
Sec. Winding! 200t #32 enamel C.T. 

Potted in metal can. 

Transformer Tc k Trans 

C2. 
if5 

B 

Cores W.I. #467585 
Pri, - 2000t #32 enamel C.T. - Wound by doubling wire 
and winding two h&lvee of primary simultaneously. 

See. - 400t #32 enamel C.T. 
 Pafcfcad in-jMtt«3 nan. « 
Transformer T. 

Corei 2 W.I. #475366 cores paralleled 

Tank Coil A - 775t #22 enamel 
Feedback Coil B - 150t #31 * 
Plate Coil C - lOCt #30 * 
Orid Coil D - 20t #26 s 

Output Coil B - 48t #30 " 
Output  Coil P - 90t #50  • 

Coil A insulated from other windings by layer of 
glass tape. 

Potted in metal can. 

Filter Coils 
L,t W.I. #467585 core - app. 2500t |32 enamel (0.538h) 
l±i •     •  - »  3070t "   " (0.8h) 

342C+, •   • (l„0h) 
3070t "   " (0.8b) 
2500t "   • (0.6S8fa) 

m 

m 
m 

All components mounted in single oan and potted. 
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SCHStHTIG ASP PART LIST GOEtlCTIQSS 

Th» IMZ-9  used in the ring modulatorn were emitted from the part 

lists. One ia used on Chassis Ho* 1 and two on Chassis Ho. 2* 

Schematic and Part List for Chasais Ho. 1 

1. The filament circuit is incorrect. Filanent transformer Tg (UTC SS5) 

is not shown on the sohematic. (See Plate X?). The power supply chassis 

transformer T2 supplies filanent voltage to V? through V1Q through ter- 

minals ? and 8 of PL4. Voltage for Vj through Vg and the dial light DL 

is supplied by Tg (UTC S55). Primary voltage for Tg is obtained from 

terminals 5 and 6 of PL^. 

2. One watt resistors are used for R-Q. 

S. T, is a UTC A20 transformer, 
i 

4. Tg is a UTC A26 transformer. 

5. Vg and Vg are 6AU6 vacuum tubes although the 6M5 type works. 

Soheaatie and Part List for Chassis No. 2 

1. R^Q  in the plate circuits of V?* Vg, V..  and V,g are 500 ohm Nailery 

type H500P units. 

2. Rjn in the 1K42 modulator circuits are 500 ohm Gfamite type AB compo- 

sition units. 

S. R, on the cathodes of V. have been changed to 220 ohms ^w and should 

be labeled Rg. Pour Rg's are required. 

4. fba unnumbered resistors shown between the cathodes of v, and the 

grids of V2 have been omitted. 

5. The cathodes of V^„ ar: returned directly to ground. 

6. Rg2 should read 2 1001 potentiometers. 

7. S44 is 470 ohm jfew 1C#. 

8. C13 is 0.1 ufd 400v. 

9* V1S, V14, V1@ should read 6AU6. 
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